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Sweden + Korea Green Transition Alliance
Result Report: Korean Journalist Delegation Program (13-15 March 2023)
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Delegation Program Overview
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● Good mix of newspapers and journalists from 
different division and focus area

− International Division, Chosun Ilbo

− The oldest daily newspaper in Korea, 
with a daily circulation of over 1,8million

− Industry Team – Mobility, Korea 
Economic Daily

− One of the most subscribed business 
newspapers in Korea with daily 
circulation of 0,5 million

− Environmental Policy and Social Affairs at 
Kyunghyang Shinmun

− One of major daily newspaper (liberal) 
with daily circulation of 0,35 million

● Seven member companies and City of 
Stockholm hosted site visits to their premises 
and Sustainability managers from eight 
member companies joined at the 
Roundtable discussion

● All member companies took chances to:

− Present their Science-Based Targets 
initiative(SBTi), agreed on Paris Agreement 
and Korea-specific pledges

− Share their contributions to reach climate 
goals and best practices applied globally 
and in Sweden and South Korea

● Seven news articles were published on the 
printed and online newspaper as Special 
Features (Kyunghyang), editorials (Chosun 
Ilbo) and article under Corporate ESG page 
(Korea Economic Daily)

● Six postings uploaded on the Embassy’s 
social media and reached over 2,500 readers

● All media covered how Sweden has achieved 
both GDP growth and GHG emission 
reduction, gaps between Sweden and South 
Korea’s carbon neutrality targets and Swedish 
companies' contribution and climate 
adaptation solutions

● Politicians and local governments have shown 
interest in getting more reference and 
information about Sweden, the alliance, and its 
member companies

Three media joined the program Ten members showcased and 

shared its climate contribution
Seven news articles published
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Background

Sweden+Korea Green Transition Alliance* (“the Alliance”) recently launched its Market Access 

Report containing how each Alliance member can contribute to South Korea's green transition. 

For the launch of the report and to demonstrate the successful cases of the circular city, green 

energy, and smart mobility presented in the Market Access Report, the Alliance invites Korean 

government agencies, municipalities, and journalists to Sweden. 

The market access report describes how Sweden has succeeded triple helix collaboration that 

has resulted in 50% GDP growth, while a reduction in carbon emissions by 26% between 

1990 and 2017. The industry, government, and research institutes need to get together to 

create a sustainable environment and the Swedish cases have proved that green 

transition strengthens global competitiveness.

Expectations:

● Exchange knowledge and experiences in the fields of the circular city, including green energy 

applications, and smart mobility

● Learn and raise awareness of Swedish successful solutions and how they can be applied to 

South Korea’s carbon neutrality achievements 

● Further strengthen the bilateral exchange between South Korea and Sweden

* Sweden + Korea Green Transition Alliance is launched together with the Embassy of Sweden, Business Sweden, the Swedish Chamber of Commerce in 
Korea, and thirteen (now fourteen) Swedish companies in Korea to support South Korea in becoming a green carbon-neutral society by 2050.
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Day 1

13 March

10.00–11.30

Alfa Laval

Global Innovation Center

(Copenhagen, Denmark)

15.00–16.30 

Volvo Truck

Experience Center

(Gothenburg, Sweden)

17.00–19.00

KraftPowercon

Kraftstation in Surte

(Surte, Sweden)
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▲ Learned about sustainability goals and its solution 

applied in food & beverage industry

◄ Learned its electrification strategy by 2045 and 

took test-drive of electric trucks

▲ Learned about its three key sustainability pillars –

eliminate waste, minimize and optimize – in reaching 

the climate goal and its journey globally and in Korea
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Day 2
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14 March

10.00–11.30

Roundtable Meeting

with Sustainability Managers

(Stockholm, Sweden)

12.00–13.00 

SF Marina

Floating Village

(Stockholm, Sweden)

13.30–15.00

Atlas Copco

Showroom & the Mining

(Nacka, Sweden)

15.30-17.30

Scania 

Scania Museum

(Södertälje, Sweden)
▲ Site visit to floating residential area to showcase 

its solution and application

▲ Sustainability managers from member companies

shared its Science-based targets, contribution and 

challenges toward carbon neutrality

▲ Presented its industrial technique applied in the 

renewable energy production site, its sustainability

goals and contribution

▲ Introduced Scania’s sustainability strategy and its

plan to electromobility
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Day 3
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15 March

9.00-11.15

Stockholm City & Envac

Royal Seaport

(Stockholm, Sweden)

▲ In front of Envac’s waste collection site in the 

Royal Seaport

▲ Envac speaks about the waste collection system 

and its application in the smart city

▲ City of Stockholm explains Royal Seaport initiative

and how it applied sustainable city solutions

▲ Group Photo after the Roundtable Meeting with the 

Sustainability Managers from the member companies
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News stories in March 2023
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Key messages

Proactive corporates’ efforts to achieve 
carbon neutrality

Public Private Partnership (PPP), led 
by the triple helix model

Conversion of thinking and 
development of innovation 
technologies for industries considered 
anti-environmental (heavy equipment, 
automotive, waste management, etc.) 




